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C LJ R: Ft D ift ~T iA Ft E-Z 13 LJ C T X O 1M
F> Hi V" S I C
LAKE MEAD
DATE 08-13-86
L' n'A £3 U FC F£ 11-1 EZ Ixj( T"
STATION LM09
TIME 0845
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES <C>
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.99 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 31.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.99 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 36.00 DEGREES <C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.99 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 35.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.99 FEET-
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AIR TEMPERATURE 32.80 DEGREES <C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.92 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.92 FEET





































C LJIR R: EZ f-4 "T D .ft T" £* Ft SET D LJ C T X O 1x1
t
F=" M Y £3 I C A L_ M EEI .A S LJ Ft El M EZ INI T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM04
DATE 08-15-86 TIME .1.245
AIR TEMPERATURE 38.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.92 FEET
WEATHER "SUNNY, 07. CLOUDS, WIND SE AT 5-10"
SECCHI 1.40 METERS
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
M. ANGLE (DEB.) (DEG.)
0.0 0.54 • 201.8 369.3
2.5 0.63,. . ,.232.8 467.3
5.0 0.51% '•" 159.4 224'. 4
.7.5 0.58 -59.0 11.0
C LJ Ft Ft EE M T" D ft T f\* IE D LJ O T X O INI
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1 0 1 . 0
455 . 5
OUFCFeEJNJT" J^HPn~Tf^
F>l-l YS I C.AL_
LAKE MEAD
DATE 09-11-86
o u o ~r x o IMI
STATION LM04
TIME 1145
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F> H V S I C «i l_ M E A. S LJ F" E7 M El IM T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM08
DATE 09-10-86 TIME 1000
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C L J R: R: E IM T D *=* T aP» Ft SEE Z> L J C T I O IN
R'HJYS I
LAKE MEAD STATION LM12
DATE 09-12-86 TIME 1055





























Ji, Ji~ t 11 wJ
73.3
263.. 2
C U Ft R" EE 8-4 T O tf=* "T rf-'n Ft E£ O' L_i C T I O INI
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36 1 . 6
70 ,,0
45.0
4 1 1 „ 6
405,, 0
341 ,,6
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AIR TEMPERATURE 20.9O DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION '1208.93 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 20.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.93 FEET
































































1 80 . 0
218.7
146.3
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AIR TEMPERATURE 20.50 DEGREES



















































F> H V S I C iPs L_ M E .A. S LJ F£ IE Ml E-I tM T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM04
DATE 10-16-86 TIME 1245
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.93 "FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, NORTHEAST BREEZE"
SECCHI 5.50 METERS
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
M ANGLE (DEGU) (DEB.)
0.0 0.00 ' 0.0 65.0
5.0 0.34,. ^  ,.-:220.2 390.2
10.0 0.25 184.6 214'.. 6
C U Ft Ft EIM T" O rA. ~¥" 1P>» Ft E D LJ C "T X O M
F>HYS.IC*=»L_ M E A S LJ R BE: M IE M T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM07
DATE 10-15-86 TIME 1515
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.90 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY,, NORTH BREEZE"
SECCHI 14.50 METERS
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
M ANGLE (DEG.) (DES.)
0.0 0.26 ' 240.5 332.5
5.0 ,-0.1.3;. _ •; 51-.3 . '141.3
10.0 0.13 38.7 353'. 7
15.0 0.14 56.3 366.3
20.0 O.09 148.0 418,0
25.0 0.06 239.0 249.0
30.0 0.07 135.0 180.0
35.0 0.10 . .. 180.0 195..0
40.0 0.2B 225.0 545.0
45.0 0.26 240.5 530.5
50.0 0.11 26.6 146.6
55.0 0.00 0.0 75.. 0
60.0 0.13 231.3 321.3
65.0 0.03 90.0 275.0
70.0 0.03 90.0 355.0
75.0 0.07 45.0 225.O
SO.O O. 13 77,0 232,, 0
85. 0 • 0.19 105. 5 200,. 5
90.0 • 0.20 171.5 211.5
95.0 0.07 -45.0 243.0








AIR TEMPERATURE 22.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.90 FEET
WEATHER "CALM, PARTLY CLOUDY"
























































































3 1 0 „ 0
276.8
REDUCTION





AIR TEMPERATURE 25.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.88 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 24.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12OS.S8 FEET
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IR El D< LJ C T I OIM
STATION LM10C
TIME 1330
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AIR TEMPERATURE 19.00 DEGREES <C)
























































































.AIR TEMPERATURE 23.00 DEGREES <C)
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AIR TEMPERATURE 23.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.88 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, CALM"
SECCHI 9.40 METERS
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED ~~ BEARING
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F" H V S I C iA L_ M IE rt £3 LJ F* EZ M IE Jv| ~T EEC
LAKE MEAD STATION LM13
DATE 10-17-36 TIME 1105
AIR TEMPERATURE 20.00 DEGREES (C)
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AIR TEMPERATURE 19.80 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.90 FEET






























































































CLJFtFCEENT OiPnTft iRjEIDLJCT" 1. ON
T
LAKE MEAD STATION LM01
DATE 11-1 3-86 TIME 0820
AIR TEMPERATURE 14,50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.64 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, NORTH WIND 10 MPH"
SECCHI 14.30 METERS
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
M ANGLE (DEG. ) (DEB. )
0.0 0.09 ' 122.0 222.0
5.0 0.25,. ... , - . " .90.0 210.. 0
10.0 0.07 135.0 335'. 0
15.0 0.05 111.8 396.8
20.0 0.07 225.0 4:1.5,0
25.0 0.10 180.0 445.0
30.0 0.12 90.0 135.0
35.0 0.03 . , • . . . »45.0 335 .-0
40.0. 0.21 150.9 320.9
45.0 0.20 185.7 490,. 7
50.0 0.05 158.2 248.2
55.0 0.05 90.0 395.0
6 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0 5 . 0
65 . 0 0.1 0 90 . 0 1 80 . 0
70 . 0 0.14 1 35 . 0 1 90 . 0
75.0 0.22 158.2 213.2
80.0 0.22 111.8 201.8
85.0 0.12 180.0 535.. 0
90 . 0 0 . 2 1 76 . O 126.. 0
95.0 0.22 116.6 186,, 6
1 00 . 0 0 .17 1 35 . 0 185. 0
C LJ R: R: EIM T D ft T ft F* E O LJ C T I O W
F> HI v S I C ft L_ M E ft S LJ R IE! IM E: M T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM02
BATE 11-13-86 TIME 0700
AIR TEMPERATURE 15.0O DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 120S.64 FEET
























1 00 . 0
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AIR TEMPERATURE 22,00 DEGREES <C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.64 FEET






























































AIR TEMPERATURE 21. 50 DEGREES





















































































30 1 . 3
270.0
112.4




J. a.1;.--'' u (J
183 .7
1 34 „ 0
161 ,,6
CURREIMT Drt-Tft REDUCTION
R" HI V S I C *=n L_ M ETJ ft ,S LJ FC E M EZ f*4 T S
LAKE MEAD
DATE 1.1. -12-36 TIME
S
0650
AIR TEMPERATURE 16.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.67 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 14. SO DEGREES <C>
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.91 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 21.00 DEBREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.91 FEET
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LAKE ELEVATION 12O8.91 FEET
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LAKE ELEVATION 12O8.91 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 22.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.91 FEET-

















































































C O Ft Ft EIM "1" 0 ift "1" *=i Ft E D LJ C T I O
F> B-IY S Z C ift L_ M IE£ iPn S LJ Ft E Ml E W T"
LAKE MEAD STATION LM.12
DATE 11-14-86 TIME 1.130
AIR TEMPERATURE 23.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.9.1 FEET
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TEMPERATURE 17.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.61 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 11.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.88 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 9.70 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.S8 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 12.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION . 1208.88 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 15,50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 120B.SS FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 9.60 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.87 FEET
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1 80 . 0
1 TT "7
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1 80 . 0
7 1 . 6
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AIR TEMPERATURE 9.50 DEGREES (C;
LAKE- ELEVATION 1203.87 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 9.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.93 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 14,00 DEGREES CO
LAKE ELEVATION 1203.93 FEET
























































1 80 . 0
180.0
BEARING
< DEG . )
129.8
145,. 0
1 1 4'. 5




















AIR TEMPERATURE 15.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.93 FEET
































C U Ft Ft E?: M T O .A T tP* R E E> L J O IT I O IM
j=> in; • V S Z C « L_ M E=T *=» £3 LJ Ft El M El INI T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM.1.8
DATE 12-10-86 TIME 1430
AIR TEMPERATURE 14.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.87 FEET
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S U R E Ml EZ N T O
STATION LM19
TIME 12.OO
AIR TEMPERATURE 10.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.87 FEET
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IR E D LJ C3 T" .1" 0 IN!
STATION LM10B
TIME 0850
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.93 FEET






























































3 :l 0 . 0
C LJ Ft Ft El IM "1" .D ft ~T ft F? E E> tJ C1" I OIN





LAKE ELEVATION 120S.93 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 17.00 DEGREES (C)




















































































































































































C LJIR Ft !EZ S""4 T O ft ~T ft FC E£ O L.J C T X O M
F=" H V" SIC: ft L_ Ml El ft S U R: L:E M! EZI'M T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM02
DATE 02-13-37 TIME OS2O
AIR TEMPERATURE 15.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1210.45 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 17.00 DEGREES






















































C LJ R: IR EIM ~r O «, T A. Ft E O LJ €.3 T I O |sj
F=" Ml Y OXC: .Pi, L_. M SEE ft S LJ! R El Ml EZ IfM T S
LAKE MEAD STATION L.M04
DATE 02-13-87 TIME 1205
AIR TEMPERATURE 20.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1210.45 FEET
WEATHER "OVERCAST, CALM"
SECCHl' 7.50 METERS
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
M ANGLE (DES.) (DEC.)
0.0 '0.18 , 146.3 34'6.3
1.0 0.09 ' 32.0 292,. 0
2.0 •-• 0. K5 -- ••'•'•'•• 38.7 53.7
3.0 0.21 194.0 224.0
4.0 0.08 90.0 135,. 0
5.0 0.19 .51.3 91.3
6.0 0.14 123.7 323..7
7.0 0.20 180.0 345,. 0
8.0 0.08 • ' • '194.0 474.0
9.0 0.15 7.6 197.6
10.0 0.10 0.0 215,. 0
CLJ Ft R EZ frM T O rt T »•=! IR: E O LJ O T X O M





LAKE ELEVATION 1210.45 FEET



























































































- 1 1 . 3
133.. 9
185.0
C LJ R: FC EE INI T" O ift T~ t* IR E! D' LJ C ~T I O M
IF- HI V O X G .P* L_ Ml E iPJ S LJ Ft EE M IE INI T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM08
DATE 02-11-87 TIME 0715
AIR TEMPERATURE 13.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1210.45 FEET
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LAKE ELEVATION 1210.51 FEET
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1 35 „ 0
448 . 7
270. 0
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F=- Ml V S I C «, L.
LAKE MEAD STATION LM10P,
DATE 02-12-87 TIME 0905
LAKE ELEVATION 1210,51 FEET
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LAKE ELEVATION 1210,51 FEET
WEATHER "-1"
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
M - ANGLE <DEG. ) (DEB.)
0.0
5.0
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LAKE ELEVATION 1210.51 FEET
WEATHER "--1"
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING



































































































































































C LJ Ft Ft EZ 3x8 T D &* ~T ft. Ft !EZ D L.J O T J. O IM
F:" IH V" S X C Pfc»— Mi E: ft £3 LJ Ft EZ Ml EZ INI "T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM11
DATE 02-12-87 TIME 1100
LAKE ELEVATION 1210.51 FEET
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LAKE ELEVATION 12:10.. 51 FEET
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1 60 . 0
238.4
"3 '-~: 1 (.










S LJI IR EE M EZ M T" £3
STATION LM18
TIME 0835
AIR TEMPERATURE 14.. 50 DEGREES <C>
LAKE ELEVATION 1210.45 FEET
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1 1 0 . 0
88.2
264,, 0
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AIR TEMPERATURE 14.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.47 FEET























































































































FS 1E£ D L J C T" I O IM
STATION LM03
TIME 1030
AIR TEMPERATURE 14.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.47 FEET

















































CILJ Ft IF< El INI T" O ft T ft Ft !EE .O L J C T I €3 (Nil
p> |_.| V" S X C /-'i. L_ iMl E ft S U F? E~: M IE£ M "T S
LAKE MEAD . STATION LM04
DATE 03-19-87 TIME 114O
AIR TEMPERATURE 14',. 00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.47 FEET
WEATHER "NW WINDS 30 MPH, CLOUDY"
SECCHI 4.20 METERS
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARIMB
M ANGLE CDEG.) <DE8.)
0.0 0.15- 90.0 130.0
1.0 0.69 ' 205.8 . 2:1.0,. S
.2.0 . •-• 0.7*3 - .. ' .' -1'5.9 34. 1
3.0 0.81 187.1
4.0 0.43 69.4
5.0 O.54 158.2 163,, 2
6.0 0.39 140.2 155.2
7.0 0.72 213.7 358.7
8.0 0.25 • • '180.0 510., 0
9.0 0.68 72.9 387.9
C LJ IR IR EZ M T" O rt ~T .ft IR IE£ OIJ C T I O r-.fl
F=" (HI Y S I C ft L. Ml E ft £3 LJ Ft E£ M El IM T S
LAKE MEAD . STATION LM07
DATE 03-18-87 TIME 1510
AIR TEMPERATURE 25.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 12O9.59 FEET-
WEATHER "WEST WIND 40 MPH, CLEAR"
SECCHI 12.50 METERS
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
.M ANGLE <DEG.) <DEG.)
• 0 . 0 2.56 59.4 99.4
5.O 0.91 ' 64.0 104.0
10.0 . •-' 0.-25- - - • • • • • • • - 5 ' 3 . 1 ' 163,. 1
15.0 0.14 135.0 450.0
20.0 0.13 33.7 IBB.7
25.0 0.23 31.0 136..0
30.0 0.11 63.4 163,. 4
35.0 0.41 14.0 124,. 0
40.0 0.31 • • • ''104.9 419»9
45.0 0.19 64.8 109.8
50.0 0.25 126.9 171.9
55.0 0. 18 O.O 315,. 0
60.0 0.31 165.1 510.1
65.0 0.03 135.0 1SO„O
70.0 0.20 180.0 510.0
75.0 0.30 3.8 168.3
80.0 0.13 67.4. 247.4
S5.0 0.08 0.0 235.0
90„0 0.18 146.3 201.3
95.0 ' 0.13 231.3 501.3
100., 0 0.30 90.0 135.0
o ui R: R: i=: irvB i~ r> rA. T" f* Ft SEE: o LJ c T i: o INI





AIR TEMPERATURE 17.. 00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1209,,59 FEET




























































































C LJ Ft F=: El |x| T O ft ~T ft Ft iEE JD> LJ O T I
F> I--I Y S I C ft L._ !M! El ft S LJ Ft El Ml El I'M T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM09
DATE 03-20-37 TIME 0705
AIR TEMPERATURE 15.00 DEBREEB <C>
LAKE ELEVATION 1209,39 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, SOUTH BREEZE"
SECCHI 15-60 METERS
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
M ANGLE (DEG.) <DE6.)
0.0 0.14 33.7 163.7
5.0 0.20 ' . -90.0 135.0
10.0 ...••-• O.-t-S1 - - ••'•'' 90.0 435.0
15.0 0.09 32.0 172.0
20.0 0.05 21.8 191. S
25.0 0.02 90.0 275.0
30.0 0.08 166.0 ' 426,, 0
35 .0 0.1 0 90 . 0 350 ,. 0
40.0 0.05 ' ' ' '' 0«0 45.O
45.0 0.10 90.0 415.0
50.0 0.11 116.6 296.6
55.0 0,. 05 -21.8 253.2
60.0 0.07 45.0 345,. 0
65.0 0.14 213,. 7 263.7
70.0 0.21 14.0 2S4.0
75 . 0 0 . 20 90 . 0 280 ,. 0
BO..O 0.25 126.9 296 ,,9
85.0 ' 0.30 113.2 28S.2
90,. 0 0.16 18.4 333., 4
95.0 " 0.15 -82.4 -72.4
100.0 0.25 225.0 285.0
C LJ Ft R EINI T O ft "T ft R E D U O T" I
R-MYSICftL. M E ft S U R El M E INI T £3
LAKE MEAD STATION LM10A
DATE 03-20-87 TIME 0825
AIR TEMPERATURE 13>00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.39 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, NE BREEZE"
SECCHI 15.90 METERS
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARIMS
M ANGLE (DEB.) (DEG.)
0-0 0*14 , 56.3 361.3
5.0 0»08 ' 90.0 4O5.0
10.0 0-02 '- '- 90.0 350.0
1S.O 0.15' 70.3 200,. 3
20.0 0.21 135.O 215,, 0
25.0 0.30 1SO.O 260.0
30.0 0.25 1O1.3 246.3
35.0 • 0. 10 101.3 2O6..3
40.0 0.09 '148.0 198.0
45., 0 0.03 225.0 550.. 0
50.0 0.00 0.0 SO
55.0 0,09 122.0 ' 217
60.0 0.09 32.0 342,. 0
65.0 0.11 45.0 360.0
70.0 0.08 90.0 275,. 0
75.0 0.09 32.0 132.. O
SO.O 0.05 21.8 166.8
85.0 0,09 58,. 0 88,. 0
90.0 0.02 90.0
95.0 0.09 148.0
100. 0 0. 09 143. 0
c LJ Ft Ft IE: e-4 ™r o *=* ~ir in. Ft E :D i.j c T z o KI





AIR TEMPERATURE 13.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.39 FEET











































































































































































O ft T" ft Ft IE O LJ C "1" X O INi!
F=" HI V" S I C ft 1_ M EEI ft £3 U R: El Ml El INI "T S
LAKE MEAD
DATE 03--20-S7
S3 T ATI DM L.M11
TIME 1020
AIR TEMF'ERATURE 19.00 DEGREES (C)


































































2 1,1 „ 3
188.4
156.8
1 0 . 0
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AIR TEMPERATURE 16.50 DEGREES CO
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.59 FEET








































































1 3-6 . 3
158.7
"•? O 1 T "




















F> !„! v- s j; C: ip,, L • Ml IE£ £* £:> LJ R: SEE S 11 El 1-
LAKE MEAD STATION LM01
DATE 04-16-87 TIME .1.140
AIR TEMPERATURE 25.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.81 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 2.1.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.81 FEET



































































































LAKE MEAD STATION LM07
DATE 04-15-87 TIME 14.15
AIR TEMPERATURE 23.30 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.S3 FEET
WEATHER "CALM, NORTH BREEZE"




















































1 4 . 0
































3 1 2 „ 6
290.6
28 1 ,. 3
260,. 0
1 35 . 0
243,, 7





AIR TEMPERATURE 17.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.83 FEET


































































































































































































LAKE MEAD STATION LM10A
DATE 04-17-87 TIME 1245
AIR TEMPERATURE 23.50 DEGREES-; (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.73 FEET









































































































































































LAKE ELEVATION 1207.73 FEET
WEATHER "CALM"
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING


























































































AIR TEMPERATURE 22.00 DEGREES <C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.73 FEET
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R-HYS I
LAKE MEAD STATION LM12
DATE 04-17-87 TIME 1000
AIR TEMPERATURE 22.50 DEGREES <C>
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.73 FEET














































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 2 1 . 00 DEGREES ( C )
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.83 FEET




































































::. r-l il i_> « 8 rt F< !t_ O LJ €..; f J.
" IF" IM V" S I C iPu L. M !E .Pi. S U R: EI Mi EZ (f-4 "TT S
LAKE MEAD STATION L.M01
DATE 05- .1.5-87 TIME 0725
AIR TEMPERATURE 26.00 DEGREES CO
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.06 FEET
WEATHER "OVERCAST, WEST BREEZE"
SECCHI 9.75 METERS
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
M ANGLE (DES. ) (DEB., )
0.0 0.26 72.3 302.3
5 . 0 0.20 • 1 80 . 0 37 0 , 0
.10,. 0 ..0.03. _ .;180.0 250,0
15.0 0.03 180.0 530*,. 0
20.0 0.14 -45.0 210,. 0
25 „ 0 0 . 03 90 . O .1. 20 . 0
30 . 0 0 . 23 90 . O .240 .. 0
35 .0 0 . 23 90 . 0 230 „ 0
40.0 0.22 -r63.4 281. ,6
45.0 0.23 " " " 90., 0 245 ,,0
50.0 0.24 147.0 232.. 0
55.0 0.18 202.4' 257,. 4
60 ,,0 0.. 25 0.0 315.. 0
65.0 0.27 11.1.8 256.8
7 0 . 0 .0.13 1 0 3 . 0 2 7 3 . 0
75.. 0 0.. 14 ' -45.0 45,0
80 . 0 0 .10 1 SO „ 0 245 „ 0
85 . 0 0 .18 1 89 . 5 274 .. 5
90 . O " 0 . 20 1 80 » 0 295 ,. 0
95.0 . 0.. 18 135.0 275., 0
100,0 0,11 243.2 273,. 2





AIR TEMPERATURE 26,. 20 DEGREES <C>
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.06 FEET
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1 0 . 0
5 1 0 ., 0















AIR TEMPERATURE 23.70 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.06 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 23.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION! 1207,06 FEET


































































AIR TEMPERATURE 31-SO DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.07 FEET





































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 26.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.07 FEET













































































2 i 3'. . 3
1 93 .. 0
239. i
or^o *•?
*--^ ..-' / H 4;..
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2 1 0 . 0
151.0
1 80 . 0
3 1 0 . 0
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AIR TEMPERATURE 27.30 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207,. 10 FEET







































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 27.30 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.10 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 27.30 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.10 FEET









































































2 .1 5. „ 5
208.7








1 74 . 3
221 . 6









F> |._| Y S j C „"„ JL_ f,,-j gr ^ £3 j_j
LAKE MEAD STATION LM11
DATE 05-13-87 TIME 1045
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.10 FEET


































































































































































LAKE ELEVATION 1207. 10 FEET





































F> (HI V S X O «i L... Ml E #=i S LJ R: El Ml El IN! "T:
LAKE MEAD STATION LM1S
DATE 05-14-87 TIME 0805
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.50 DEGREES CO
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.07 FEET
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2 6 9 „ i3
1 43 . 7
354.3
n--u a »—u .6- >i__Ji II "''•»





AIR TEMPERATURE 28,, 00 DE8REES <C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.07 FEET
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1 0 . O
5 !D . O
24 „ 4
175,, 0












AIR TEMPERATURE 23.10 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.07 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 34.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O5.60 FEET



























































































1 66 . 0
155 ,,3
230 . 5
B I C ft L_ f-i EE ft £5 U Ft iEI M EET ,M ~T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM08
DATE 06-17-87 TIME .1025
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.60 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, CALM"
SECCH.I 5.40 METERS-
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
M ANGLE (DE6.) (DEB.)
0. 0 0.15 238. 4 301.,. 4
5.0 0.20 • 0.0 193.0
10.0 .0. IS . • 90.0 . 165,. 0
15.0 ' 0.36' ^  '236.3 476.3
17.5 0.18 -S3.7 111.3
20.0 0.14 201.0 516 ,,0
25.0 0. 19 -74.5 30,. 5
30.0 0.13 243.4 453.4
35.0 0.21 .60.9 330... 9
40.0 0.09 ' " -20.6 99.4
45.0 0.10 - 9 0. 0 10 7. 0
50.0 0.11 225.0 510.0
55.0 0.03 0.0 230,. 0
60.0 0.00 0.0 170.0
65.0 0.03 0.0 90,. 0
70.0 0.00 0.0 180.0
75.0 0.00 0.0 175,0
SO., 0 0.00 0.0 320,. 0
85.0 0.00 0.0 225 ,,0
90.0 0.03 90.0 308,. 0
95.0 0.03 0.0 270,0
10 0. 0 0. 0 3 1S 0. 0 3 6 0. 0


























































































3 1 0 . 4
335 . 2
105.. 0






























































































AIR TEMPERATURE 31.50 DEC3REES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.63 FEET






















































































1 73 . 0
165 ,,2
1 47 . 6
225.0
186.0
1 70 . 0
1 70 ,. 0
2 1 0 „ O





































































. 0 . 0
' 89 . 9
-90.0
-82.9
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AIR TEMPERATURE 3.1.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.63 FEET
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F~" Ml V S I C ft L_ Ml fEI ft S LJ R El Ml E=". ihJ "I" S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM04
DATE 06-18-97 TIME 1410
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.63 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 28.7O DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.67 FEET



























































































F-- H ' Y" S I C .ft L. M E ft S LJ IR El M El M T S
LAKE MEAD
DATE 06-: 1.9 87
STATION LM1OB
TIME 1030
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.67 FEET
WEATHER "BREEZE <E>, CLEAR"
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
M ANGLE (DEG.) (DEB.)
0.0
5.. 0
























' 1 35 . 0
161.6
45.0
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LAKE ELEVATION 1205.67 FEET
WEATHER "BREEZE (E)"
DEPTH MASNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
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1 96 .. 9












AIR TEMPERATURE 32,. 50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1205,,67 FEET




































1 4 ., 0
1 r l H 11 ••.. «"-•4. ll=_ II '••» U .n-.," II--II 1 U 1 If-V IC^_ JL_>' «..-.)! 'I 1-
LJ! Ft EZ M EZ 8-4 T S
LAKE MEAD STATION L.M07
DATE 07-15-87 TIME 180O
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET
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60 . 9
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i SO „ 7
1 60 „ 0
1 3 1 . 3
93 . 4
284., 0











p> j_..f v- S I C lA L_
LAKE fiEAD
DATE 07-15-B7
£3 L J R El M El M T S
STATION LM08
TIME 0850
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET
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II -Ml It JLJ B— « il *~ U
Ml El iPn £3 (LJ R.1 EE M EZ f'-4 "I"
LAKE MEAD STATION LM18
DATE 07-15-87 TIME 103O
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES (
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET
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294,, 3
'7 /.. A r"!
-... i.j V.' ii '•.'
232 ,, 0
270 ,. 0
n •! /. T
.^ 1 A O H •„»
215.2
- 1 8 .. 4
'"i n -:•'jj_ 7 t. -.-*
198.4
~.1 1.5 T 7
JLJ1 l_Ji l_





AIR TEMPERATURE 35.00 DEGREES CO
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.97 FEET










































































AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET
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4 4 3 ,. 0
450 ,,0
253.7






• 234 . 0
285,. 0
1 50 . 0
1 58 .. 4
1 50 „ O
1 46 „ 6
•f ">O 1X j;-.v-> u 4,
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AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES <C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207,00 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 29,. 00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET















































4 1 0 . 0
405,2
1 OS . 4
' if—u a





AIR TEMPERATURE 32.. SO DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207,. 00 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 27.00 DEGREES <C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.02 FEET-
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O. LJ R: R: E-I INS T 'O ft T ft FC El E> LJ C T" X O INS
F> Hi-V S X C ft l_ MI
LAKE MEAD
DATE 07-17-87
-•* s i J SR IE: M Ei w •
STATION LM10
TIME 0725
AIR TEMPERATURE 28.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.02 FEET
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«._. H 11 i~v i-v c^.) -MI i oi-J1 »—u ii a—n ir~v c;r_ ji_.' H i> n__r u JL t_.j> t '-»
IF" S-S Y S I C ft L_ M E ift S LJ F=C 8EIM EZ 3-4 IT S
LAKE MEAD STATION LM10B
DATE 07-17-87 TIME OS45
AIR TEMPERATURE 28.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.02 FEET
WEATHER "W WINDS 20 MPH"
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
M ANGLE (DEG.) (DEG.)
0.0 1.52 233.8 3O8.3
5.0 1.80 241.4 291,4
•'" 10.0 1.89 -89.1 245.9
15.0 0.63 ' 213.9 22S.9
20.0 ,,1.27- ... .•••,"249.3 319.3
25.0 1.16 240.1 3851. 1
30.0 1.16 250.3 425 ,,3
35.0 1.41 261.9 441.9
40.0 1.25 250.8 535.8
45.0 0.93 252.5 512.5
50.0 1.4.2 . .... 261.1 451.nl
55.0 1.01 258.0 543-0
60.0 1.20 260.4 445.4
65. 0 0. 82 258. 0 563.. 0
70. 0 0.,99 261. 9 296. 9
72.0 1.08 '" 268.9 438.9
Jl_' II—» I t—) .iLJ' ii f >i r i JL




LAKE ELEVATION 1207,.02 FEET
WEATHER "W WINDS 20 MPH"
DEPTH MAGNITUDE RESOLVED BEARING
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AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207. O2 FEET
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394 . 6
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100.0
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